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Abstract: Current routing protocols assume由atrouters are connected by bi-directional links (BDLs). 

Recently， High bandwidth， unidirectional transmission to low cost， receiver-only hardware is becoming an 

emerging network fabric， e.g. broadcast satel1ite links or some cable links. Specific protocols are required to 

support dynamic routing over such networks. In this paper， we present a new solution SEver-based Routing 

Protocol (SERP) to support dynamic routing in networks with unidirectionallinks (UDLs). For a link cannot be 

used in a routing algorithm until a cycle of the link is found， a unidirectional Iink registration server (ULRS) is 

used to process UDLs information centrally in order to simplify the impact of UDLs on the topology of the 

BDLs network. By extracting UDLs routing problems合omthe traditional BDLs routing problems， SERP is 

optimal for bi-directional islands connected via unidirectional links， especially for Internet over satellite systems. 

1. Introduction 

Recently， broadcast satellite link is becoming an emerging network fabric [1]. Since sate1lite sys胞mscan

offer a high bandwidth wireless communication and a large geographical coverage， it is reasonable to integrate 

them into the Internet transparently. Furthermore， to support some applications， such as digital battlefield and 

crisis emergency， which need “any where any time" access to information repositories仕omthe Internet， and to 

achieve the ultimate goal of “whenever wherever" access to communications and the global Internet， there still 

needs the help of sateIlite links. 

For the limitation of cost and law， satellite links are mostly deployed to provide receive-only connectivity to 

the Internet， so白atUDLs are introduced. On the other hand， current routing protocols are typically categorized 

into Link State (LS) [2] and Distance Vector (DV) [3]由atare used in IGPs (in町a・domainprotocols)， and Path 

Vector (PV)出atis somewhat similar to DV and is used by BGP [4]， the most popular EGP (inter-domain 

protocol). All these approaches do not suppoロUDLs.In fact， adjacent routers cannot exchange their routing 

information to create forwarding tables， while UDLs are presented. 

In Section 2， we consider the impact of UDLs on current routing protocol， and how it has been solved in 

some related work. Then， we show the model of SERP in Section 3 and description in Section 4. In Section 5， we 

present some analysis to show how different in performance between our proposal and Pure Cycle Discover 

method (PCD). Simulation results are presented in Section 6. Conclusion follows in Section 7. 

2. UDLR Overview 

lmpacts of UDLs on routing protocols are: 

a) Reachability information is hard to maintain. Routing protocols provide mechanisms to maintain the 

knowledge of direct neighbors and their reachability， in particular after a failure or a recovery. In a BDL 

network， listening to periodic messages仕omneighbors is enough to determine which are the direct 

neighbors and maintain the reachability of each neighbor whereas in a UDL network maybe there is only 

one-way connectivIty. 
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b) Metrics are not symmetric. Many routing 

protocols assume that links metrics are 

symmetric. As to this assumption， routers deduce 

reverse routing metrics information合omrouting 

messages they receive. This is no longer true in a 

UDL network. 

The distinct characteristic of UDLs is that 

communication is impossible transmitted in both 

directions. So UDLs brings routing issues 出at

compnse two cases: 

1. A unidirectional network overlay on top of 

bi-directional network， as depicted in Figure 1. 

Figure 1 An unidirectional overlays on top of 

bi-directional network 

2. A mixed network， aS depicted in Figure 2. 

Figure 2 Bidirectional islands connected via 

unidirectionallinks 

In Figure 1， it is obvious that the route from H2 to 

H 1 via the UDL should be prefered to the route via 

BDLs as it is the shortest path. In order to do出is，Rl 

must learn that subnet A is reachable via the UDL. 

While extend Figurel to Figure 2 that is a case 

correspond to a more general approach， the topology 

becomes more complex as UDLs are more and more 

widespread. 

The IETF working group 'on unidirectional link 

routing (UDLR) is current1y workirig on this problem. 

In UDLR， the node connected to a UDL with a 

send-only interface is feed; the node connected to a 

UDL with a receive-only interface is receiver. UDLR 

specified the problem of Figure 2ωbe two cases: 1) 

Bi-directiona1 islands connected via UDLs. 2) The 

general case of asymme凶cand possibly UDLs. Our 

proposal focuses on the Bi-directional islands cぉe.

Former works have been done to exploit that 

implementing routing protocols in networks出at

contain UDLs. Robert McCurley and Fred B. 

Schneider [5] proposed an algorithm using complete 

topology information， which is obviously not optimal. 

Other works can be categorized into short term 

solutions and long term solutions. 

2.1 Short term solution 

There are two approaches allow dynamic routing 

in configuration contained UDLs. One is based on 

routing protocol modification and the other on 

tunneling， both currently discussed within the IETf 

UDLR working group. 

The representative example of protocol 

modification is modified RIP which has been exactly 

described in [6]飢 d[7]. The main scheme of this 

solution is building up a back channel from a receiver 

to a feed， so a fatal shortcoming comes out. Consider 

the configuration depicted in Figure 2. Obviously， the 

back channel could not be' built up while there is 

UDL among it. 

Tunnel solution， precisely described in [8]， uses a 

back channel to build up a tunnel for dynamic routing 

with UDLs. The routing protocol used here doe，s not 

need any modification. Besides having the same fault 

as protocol， modification， tunnel ， solution wiII 

encounter another problem that come~ out while lots 

of receivers belong to a feed. It is necessarily to build 

up too many tunnels that ended at the feed. As 
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satellites provide wide coverage， this problem should 

be considered. 

2.2 Long tenn soIution 

Approaches presented by Ernst and Dabbous [9] 

and Bao and Garcia-Luna-Aceves [10] are long term 

solutions. Both of them are based on cycle discover 

method. 1t is true that a link cannot be used in a 

routing algorithm until a cycle of the link is found. 

However， the links of the 1nternetare mainly BDLs 

nowadays， and BDLs will play an important role in 

the 1nternet. So the a1gorithm of [9] or [10]， which 

takes alllinks as UDLs， will not be optimal for large 

scale deployment. We call such algorithms飴 PCD.

1n this paper， we present a SEver-based Routing 

Protocol (SERP) to support dynamic routing in 

networks with UDLs， especially for 1ntemet over 

satellite links. A ULRS is used to process UDLs 

information centrally within a BDLs island. And its 

correctness is verified. 

3. Network Architecture and Model 

Figure 3 shows the architecture of 1ntemet over 

satellite links. Nodes are connected via BDLs fabric 

within each bi-directional zone (BZ) where there are 

three kinds of special nodes: feed， receiver and ULRS. 

UDLs connect BZs through satellite relay fabric. As 

is typically done for network routing discussions， we 

model the network as graphs. Excluding UDLs， a BZ 

is modeled as an undirected graph Gs = (N，L) ， 

where N represents al1 nodes; L ~ N x N is the set 

of links. By introducing ULRS and only taking 

UDLs into consideration， a BZ is modeled as 

Gu =(V，A) V ={S，F，R} t where S， F， R 

represents ULRS， feeds and receivers respectively; A 

is the set of UDLs. The function of ULRS is to 

extract . UDLs routing problems from由etraditiona1 

BDLs routing problems. Placing several 

synchronized ULRS in a BZ can make SERP more 

reliable. 
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Figure 3 Architecture of 1nternet over Satellite links 

Figure 4 UDLs ofa Bi・directionalZone 

As satelli~e sys胞msvary from coverage， all 

receivers within a BZ釘 'ecategorized according to 

which feed they can hear仕om.Figure 4 shows an 

example of UDLs in a BZ， where receiver 1， 2 can 

he町 fromfeed i， receiver 1， 2， 3 can he町合omfeedj

and receiver 3， 4， 5 can he訂仕omfeedk. Feed i， j， k 

may be feed 1 or feed 2 or the feed in another BZ. All 

receivers within由eBZ are then divided into three 

categories， {Rh = {1 2}， {Rh = {1 2 3} and 

{Rh = {3 4 5} . The downlinks from {Rh， 

{Rb t {Rh are regarded as input links (1Ls) of the 

BZ， say， 1L1， lL2， 1L3 respectively. The uplinks from 

feed 1，2 are regarded as ou伊utlinks (OLs) of出.eBZ，

say， OLJ. and OL2 respectively. Provided the UDL 

Registration. Protocol (describes below) works 

correctly， ULRS is able to manage the information of 

IL and OL. As a result， the model of equation (1) is 

gotten， where m represents the number of OL， n 

represents the numqer of IL. 
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Gu =({S，Fm.{R}n}. (OLm，ILn}) 

And the network shown in Figure 4 is simplified as 

that in Figure 5. 

Figure 5 Simplification of Figure 4 

Now， model of a network is divided into two 

planes: one is G B within a. BZ; the other is Gu 
between BZs. For G B' we can deploy DV or LS 

algorithm; for Gu' we can deploy routing algorithm 

based on cycle discover method， such as [10]. The 

protocol coupling GB and Gu is SERP. 

4. Description of SERP 

SERP comprises of two p紅白:UDL Registration 

Protocol (URP) and Unidirectional Routes 

Forwarding Protocol (URFP). 

4.1 UDL Registration Protocol 

URP is responsible for finding and maintaining 

status of OLs and ILs in a BZ. Supposed that each 

feed or receiver can detect its UDL interface by lower 

layer notification or other methods and can be aware 

of the Network Ident伊er(generally is IP address) 01 
its ULRS (SNI) by some method. URP works as 

following: 

Step 1. A feed， say F; 1 ~ i ~ m， registers its 

Network Identifier 01 UDL inteiface (F;UNI) to 

ULRS and then broadcasts HELLO message that 

contains information of FjUNI aIld SNl via i脂 UDL

periodically. HELLO message works with cycle 

discover procedure (URFP). WhiIe a cycle of the feed 

、‘，
J

.•••. 
，，‘、

is discovered in Gu' HELLO message will floods 

over the cycle. 

S胞P2. A receiver， say R;， registers to ULRS 

while received a HELLO message合oma feed 

Fj directly. or by flooding. The co附 ntof registration 

includes R;UNI， FjUNI and SNl extracted from 

HELLO message. 

Step 3. By collecting all registrations， ULRS. is 

aware of the network model in the form of equation 

(1). For each {Rh 1 ~ k S n ， ULRS sets 

MIN{Rh = Rj' to which the cost is lowest. As all 

nodes in {Rh receive the same UDL routing 

information 合'om ILk' only forwarding the 

information. at MIN {R} k ， is to avoid sending 

redundant packets. To achieve this goal， ULRS sends 

comrnand STOP _FORWARD . to all non-optimal 

receivers.' If a feed or receiver is disconnected from 

Gs or repor脂 i凶 UDLfailure， ULRS deletes the 

registration associated with it and chooses another 

one if MIN{Rh was deletβd. 

4.2 Unidirectional Routes Forwarding Protocol 

Based on the results of [9] or [10]， the routing of 

Gu can be es佃blishedcoπectly by cycle discover 

prl∞edure. We simply describe the difference of our 

proposal~ 

While found a cycle in Gu ' URFP is 

responsible for forwarding unidirectional routes and 

introducing them to G B・Fromthe model of Figure 5， 

a node on a circle is the equivalent of a BZ. For each 

BZ on a cycle， there is a BZ being itspredecessor and 

a BZ being its successor.百lebasic knowledge of 

unidirectional routes is that a feed in 'predecessor 

knows the reachability of all 回 ceivers白紙 canhear 

from it. ln URFP， a ULRS on a cycle floods such 

basic knowledge to the ULRS of its predecessor 

through its successors on the cycle pa出.Then， the 

ULRS of' the predecessor introduces the reachabi1ity 

information to the associated feed. According to the 

routing algorithm deployed in G B' SERP needs to 
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do some auxiliary jobs while introducing， such as 

recalculates the cost to each destination network 

through UDL for DV algorithm or exchanges the 

UDL state of link state databases with its neighbors 

for LS algorithm. These jobs are easy to practice and 

their details are out of this paper.; 

Figure 6 shows an example network山atcontains 

three BZs. For a cycle， say ABCA， was established， C 

is predecessor of A and B is successor of A. S A 

knows 

G，ofeach庇

• NonnlllNod: 

BZ(I。 囚 F+S

Figure 6A3・BZSample Network Topology 

the reachability information F1c→{Rh
A 

合om

URP and floods it to S c through S B in URFP. 

Sc introduces Fi
c→{R}I" to F1C 80 that a1l 

nodes of BZ(C) know F1c→{Rh" with the help of 

the algorithm deployed in G Bc and the auxiliary 

jobs done by S c. To make use of F1A→{Rh， or 

九→(Rlt
c

is出esame way鎚 above.

5. Performance Evaluation 

To design a protocol for dynamic routing， the 

most important element is overload introduced by the 

protocol. The result of fewer overloads is better 

performance. In this section， we analyze the number 

of packets need to maintain correct routing in SERP. 

The complexity of URP is based on the number 

of OL and JL. Packets need in URP are feed register 

packets， MIN{Rh chosen packets and receiver 

register packets. The sum of them is: 

N附=ヱL(円)+エL(MIN{R}i)+ヱヱL(Rj)
lSiSm ISiSn 

L(V) is the number of links仕omVtoeach S 

(2) 

The performance of URFP is the same as [10] 

except for using BZ instead of node while cycle 

finding and maintaining. The complexity of URFP is 

based on cycle size. Packets need for each cycle is: 

NURFP = ヱL(九・)+L(MIN({R}Aj)
BZ1 on the りcle

Vai .means F or R used by the cycle in BZ; (3) 

Compared with the complexity of [9] and. [10]， 

the searching procedure of cycle ~nd flooding link 

state occurs in Gu rather出釦 thewhole network. 
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Figure 7 Simulation Results 

6. Simulation 

We simulated SERP and PCD [1 OJ in Network 

Simulator version 2 to show how different in 

overIoad between them. Simulation ran for each 

protocol on the same topology of Figure 6. .As there 

is only one feed in each BZ， nine nodes except feeds 

were .chosen to do node .addition an<;l deletion events. 
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出e[10] is based on LS algorithm， in accordance with it， 

we chose LS as the routing algorithm deployed in 

the simulation results 

Emmanuel Duros and Christian Huitema，“Handling of 

Unidirectional Linkswith RIPヘIntemetdraft， INRIA 

Sophia-Antipoli5， March 1996. 

S. Hanks..“Generic Routing Encapsulation~'， R，何回5t

For Comments 1701， NetSmiths Ltd， October 1994. 

Thierry Emst and Walid Dabbous.“A circuit-based approach 

for routing in unidirectionallinks networks"， Technical report， 

(7J 

[8J 

[9] 

of Figure 

summarized routing update packets after each single 

change， it indicates that SERP introduces fewer 

overloads than PCD. 

Inria， Institut National de Reche四heen Infonnatique et en 

Automatique， 1997. 

[10) L. Bao and J.J. Garcia-Luna-Aceves， "Link S飽teRouting in 

Networks wi曲 UnidirectionalLinks，" Proc. IEEE IC3N 99， 

Corson， 

Boston， Massachusetts. October I1・・13，1999. 

(11] Joseph 

httD:llwww.ietf.OJ・21html.charters/manet-charter.htm1.

This paper introduces a server (ULRS) 

process UDLs information centrally in order 

simplify the topology of the mixed network. Whi1e 

BDLs and UDLs are separated by ULRS， routing 

algorithm is able to be optimal by processing them 

differently. Moreover， the routing protocols running 

on the node that only has BDLs need not be changed. 

It is an advantage for easy deployment. SERP can be 

supplementation of 

The limitation of SERP is出atit aims at 

Conclusion 

shows 

7. 

7 BZs. 

to 

to 

Scott and Macker 

routmg 

protocols. 

exploiting bi-directional islands connected via UDLs， 

especially for Intemet over satellite systems， where 

the network is relative stable. For the scenarios where 

current a as taken 

network topology changes continuously and UDL 

exists arbitrarily， such as ad-hoc network， it's better 

to use Demand-based protocol [11]. 
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